Disney Zootopia

PARTY ANIMAL PACK

CELEBRATE ZOO YEAR’S EVE WITH THIS ZOOTOPIA-THEMED PARTY PACK!

IN THEATERS MARCH 4
PARTY ANIMAL PACK
BANNER

CUT OUT EACH BANNER. FOLD THICK GREEN FLAP OVER A STRING TO HANG. SECURE FLAP WITH TAPE, GLUE, OR STAPLES.
PARTY ANIMAL PACK

FOOD PICKS

CUT OUT ALONG SOLID GREEN EDGES. FOLD AT DOTTED GRAY LINE. TAPE OR GLUE A TOOTHPICK TO THE BACK OF ONE SIDE, THEN GLUE FRONT AND BACK PIECES TOGETHER. POKE OTHER END OF TOOTHPICK INTO YOUR PARTY FOOD TO DECORATE.
GET YOUR PARTY ANIMAL ON!

CUPCAKE LINERS
CUT ALONG SOLID PURPLE EDGE.
WRAP AROUND BASE OF CUPCAKE.
SECURE FLAP UNDER OPPOSITE EDGE
WITH TAPE OR GLUE.